Dear [Contact],
I am [your name], student [direction] on [school]. This year I follow my master [direction], with
graduation [main subject]. As a finisher of my degree, I am looking for a company that can offer me a
challenging internship.
Why do I just choose your[company] to apply?


Horses and all the possibilities that arose have caused my interest five years ago.
Meanwhile it has become a passion for me and for that reason is [company], who clearly shares
this passion, seems to me an ideal learning environment to further expand my knowledge.



The impression I received from [company], after visiting your website, is that it is a versatile
business. It focuses not only on one side of breeding but on a complete total package that is
offered to the customer. It seems to me very interesting to start a project from scratch and to
monitor its evolution with the ultimate goal of delivering a nice result.



The clear atmosphere that results from the website and the images that are used closely adhere
to my team spirit and social character. I therefore believe that this internship would bring me the
best and would be an incredible experience for me. I'm sure to learn a lot during this period, but
can you also offer a lot.

This is how I will help [company]
I believe that when you take me as a trainee there will not be a moment of regret, because I'm at home
in many markets. Both [motivation letters] and [examples] are my thing. But that's not all, including
feeding horses, maintaining it and everything that has to do with horses makes me feel very welcome. In
addition, I am excited to learn a lot in all aspects. In my nature, I'm always looking for challenges where I
can learn new things, which is certainly possible when I could run an internship at your company. It was
not easy for me to make an internship choice, but when I discovered [company], there was a change.
If you have an internship available this year, I would like to ask you, if I could fill in this place. The
internship could continue from [time span] and lasts [period in weeks]. To give you a better picture of
myself, I will send you also my resume.
For additional information about my person, I would like to make an appointment to have a personal
conversation. I look forward to your hopefully positive response.

